The increasing complexity of the business environment, growing knowledge requirements, development of information technologies, and competitiveness implies the need of implementation of information management systems. Moreover, welter of information about online customers, their individual behavior, and their expectations force entrepreneurs to manage information in a personalized way. Monitoring Internet users behavior, creating their profiles (based on data about age, sex, lifestyle, interests, family, work, etc.), and controlling current traffic on the Web site give wide range of possibilities in creating a real model of potential customers preference and using it in online communication. This study concentrates on possibilities of using personalized communication in the information management by online stores in 4C model.
In managing, it is no longer possible to make right and rational decisions without a full, accurate, and timely information. Lack of information is equally undesirable as misleads or accidental decisions caused by, for example, pressures from environment or time. Information shortage implies the need of gathering data, which will give desired profits for entrepreneur. Oleński said that 'information' as an economic resource is potentially useful set of data and metadata, collected and stored in a point in time and place, by using technology and organization, which have to be useful for the end users -economic actors on the market (Oleński, 2001 , p.246).
Welter of information and e-customer's individual behavior force entrepreneurs to manage information in a personalized way during interaction with their potential clients (applies to product promotion, product marketing, order fulfillment, and after-sales customer care). Personalized products and services match to customer's needs to help increase the sales' efficiency (Andruszkiewicz, Betcher, 2015, p.91-92) .
The article concentrates on possibilities of using the personalized communication in the information management process by online stores in 4C (customer value, cost, convenience, and communication) model. Theoretical part explains the personalized information phenomenon and its role in information management. Practical part (case study) is based on the knowledge acquired from E-commerce Anna Kubicka partment in one of the biggest corporation in Warsaw whose employees take advantage of personalized information in communication with customers in their daily work.
Author conducted research to verify the thesis: "The rapid development of new information technologies allows online stores to collect countless number of information about potential client and offer personalized communication/products, what increase sales effectiveness." This paper is organized as follows: in the first section, author presents various definitions of "information" and explains the difference between data, information, and knowledge. Second section concentrates on information management. The next part is an overview of personalization research. Author concentrates on personalization determinants and factors; he reviews the personalized information different approaches/strategies, underlines personalization elements which imply the real model of potential customers preferences. The last section discusses the limitations of the work and the practical implications of the research and presents the recommendation for business.
Information
Information is an essential element of the market environment and companies strategy determinant. Nowakowski and Sobczak defined "information" as "(...) any message, on which the recipient bases his action (...)" (Nowakowski, Sobczak, 1970, p.13 ). Kisielnicki and Sroka defined "information" as a resource that allows somebody to increase his or her knowledge about himself or herself and the world around him or her (Kisielnicki, Sroka, 2005, p.14) . Moreover, they emphasized that collecting and processing information is the way to learning organization (Kisielnicki, Sroka, 2005 , p.13-15). Kiełtyka specified that knowledge and information have become important factors of business competitiveness (Kiełtyka, 2011) . Similarly, Alvin Toffler (in his wave theory) indicated the new emerging type of economy -an economy founded on knowledge and information (Toffler,1995) .
Most of the authors agreed with the statement that information is a set of data (numbers, facts, concepts). Dziuba claimed that the data is unstructured information (Dziuba, 2005) . In his theory, data have to be analyzed and selected, because it allows its owner to achieve measurable effects. It finds confirmation in Stoner and Wankel's definition, who say that information is "analyzed or processed data which inform the recipient about the situation" (Malara, Rzęchowski, 2011). A similar definition was presented by Świderska, who refers to an idea that "information is a structured and analyzed message." In her opinion, information is a desirable signal (from sender to recipient) in an appropriate (understandable) form, required to task realization (Świd-erska, 2003, p.52). Fig. 1 shows the dependencies between data, information, and knowledge.
Turban and Aronson claim that the basic unit of communication process is data stored mostly in various information systems. They lay stress on the fact that even if there is a set of data (still preaggregated), we cannot talk about information yet. Information is created after processing data (Turban, Aronson, 2001 , p.349). 
Information management
Development and technological progress in mass communication (age of smart devices, big data, integrated applications) have a strong impact on the cooperation between the entrepreneur and mass customers. Richard Zagała pointed that the following factors imply the need for information management:  the increasing complexity of the business environment,  growing knowledge requirement,  development of information technology,  perception of information as a factor of value increase and competitiveness (Zygała, 2007) .
Availability of media services and data analysis tools have contributed to the fact that the mass customer making online purchases is handled individually (in his private perception). The result of this fact is that the roles of the sender and the recipient (or intermediary) today belong to both human and the machine (Czekaj, 2000) .
Information is a determinant of the new economic order (Drucker, 1994) . It can only mean that it should have its reflection in modern management. Gierszewska and Romanowska said that possessing information is needed to identify and carry out tasks that realization is necessary to achieve the organization's goals (Gierszewska, Romanowska, 1997, p.222).
Grudzewski and Hejduk strongly emphasized the role of information in decision-making process: "information can also be considered as data connection (substantive and logical) which enables a feedback" (Grudzewski, Hejduk, 2001 ).
Created by Davenport, information management process model shows complete information value chain, starting from identifying information needs through organizing, storing, distributing, and using information on the end (Davenport, Prusak, 1997) .
Assumption that appears logical is that information has its own market value. George Stigler identified the information as an economic good already in the 1990s (Stigler, 1983) . The value of information derived from the data contained in it (Boulding, 1999) .
The role of information management is to provide a systematic communication between organization and environment, what in consequence will result with the expected position on the market (Czekaj, 2000) . In online stores, information can be used to individualizing messages to mass customers using personalization tools. Latest research indicates that number of online customers in Poland have increased by 20% in four years.
Figures above presents a state of affairs which is mainly a result of dynamic development of mobile devices market. According to Forbes analysis, year 2015 has ended with level of almost 60% Poles possessing a mobile phone with access to the Internet (Forbes, 2015) ( Fig. 5 ). Latest prognosis predicts that in half of 2016, almost 70% of Polish population will be smartphone users (Mikowska, 2015) . It will be the main reason of significant increase in the circulation of capital in e-commerce.
Mobile devices revolution, digitization, and development of 4G LTE are the triggers of rapid growth in number of Web pages. The Internet has become more popular medium of information than television because it allows receivers to select information. The thing that is meant by the goal is achieving the highest degree in online users satisfaction with the information which they are recipients. The only way of achieving that is Web pages personalization (Szwarc, 2010) .
Personalization uses new information technologies (Yijuan, Nicu, Ross, Qi, 2011) and Internet to individualize mass communication (Kwiseok, Cookhwan, 2012) . Solutions based on personalization help to increase the effectiveness of electronic communication and direct it to specific target groups (customer's segments). Personalized messages stimulate internet users feelings about the content of the offer. Recipient feels unique and distinguished.
The business effect of this proceedings is building long-term relationship with customer (loyalty acquisition).
Why does Business need personalization? Practitioners identify following characteristics of online customers that can be used to satisfy their needs and meet their expectations (Wojciechowski, Zakrzewicz, 2000):  Internet users read selectively  they do not read all the information contained on the Web page,  Internet users pay attention to information strongly emphasized, for example, larger font, colors, text in the frames,  Internet users expect a simplified message that will attract their attention,  Internet users focus more on graphics than the written words.
Regarding this, perception and selection of information online customer is limited. This is the reason why online businesses have been forced to create a new model of communication with the potential buyers, which would allow them to increase number of mass customers by drawing clients attention particularly to their offer. The answer to this need is personalization.
It should be noticed that there are three most popular personalization strategies (Reimers, 2000) :
Online stores that decided to use this type of personalization need to get from the user his or her preferences specification in advance: desired presentation format, layout, interesting for him or her content. Whole process is based on user requirements  he or she has to disposal some professional tools and options to specify his or her needs.
This type of strategy is represented, for example, by travel agencies  customer can view all offers or define his or her journey destination, maximum and minimum price, flights, and hotels. All interesting for him or her information can be displayed on Web site or send via e-mail in preferred format.
2) Transaction-driven personalization
In this case, personalization is based on user transactions history. There is no need to specified preferences in advance because merchant is analyzing only the history of account, previous transaction, what allows him or her to display similar products or services that could be interesting for specific customer, for example, accessories, maintenance, a new product with similar quality/grade.
3) Context-driven personalization
This is the most interactive personalization strategy because data interpretation and purchase context recognition take place in a real time. Data analysis continues uninterrupted what allows the mechanism to adapt to the changing context continuously.
Examples of the context-driven personalization are dynamic banners, dynamic offers (when mechanism recognizing up-sell or cross-sell opportunities), dynamic recommendation.
Monitoring Internet users behavior, creating their profiles (based on data about age, sex, lifestyle, interests, family, work, etc.), and controlling current traffic on the Web site give wide range of possibilities in creating a real model of potential customers preference. That knowledge is a good potential to improve the services functionality (adaptation to customer expectations).
The first step in personalizing the online store is users profiling. "User profiling is the process of gathering information specific to each visitor to a Web site either implicitly, using the information hidden in the Web logs or technologies such as cookies, or explicitly, using registration forms, questionnaires, and the like. Information is based on observing user's behaviors and reactions. In second step of browsing, schemes /profiles/segments are made. The data is stored primarily in logs, cookies, or session tracking modules.
Advantages for the online customer
User has opportunity to create/display content preferable for him or her; he or she does not feel tracked because his or her preferences are evident
There is no need to select information because online store always display information based on data collected about user preferences.
Advantages for the online store
Gaining certain information about user preferences which are confirmed/ recommended by user It gives possibility of following personal/identity-related data about Internet user: e-mail address, name, location, demographics, cookies, IP address, social ID, employment, device ID, social profile, postal address, locationrelated data, owned account information, phone number, lifestyle details, social influence, specific attributes for your business, family details, psychographics (Koetsier, 2014) .
Disadvantages A high level of subjectivity lack of interest on user side; incomplete information
Feeling of insecurity during shopping online; distance to the tenderer The same research shows that customers expect personalized information everywhere. In Fig. 8 , are presented areas identified as preferred for personalized communication. on what potential client looked at online, but not purchased,  online ads featuring images of products, previously viewed on a retailer's Web site by receiver,  e-mails personalization "by using name in the subject line or the body of the email'.
 "Products recommendation on the pages of its Web site" while potential client shopping.
Survey reveals that 80% of e-mail readers find it useful when e-mails feature recommended products based on past purchases. Table 2 presents personalization benefits for both sides (online store and online customer).  Organizing the web site profile to personal needs,  Concentrating on useful information,  Efficient access to interesting offers,  Individual approach to the client (chat, hotline),  The ability of creating customized products (e.g., own composition),  Possibility of using promotions, discounts, loyalty cards,  Possibility of getting the most actual information (newsletter),  Onsistent visualization on all devices(responsible web design). Anna Kubicka
Generally, public opinion is not uniform in personalization case. Some users hold the view that personalization is controversial (especially implicit profile model). They maintain that analyzing traffic on the Web sites using the personal data or verifying indepth the purchases history is a violation on their privacy. They feel spied by unknown tracking systems. The awareness that information about their online activity is collected without their permission make them embarrassed. Research conducted by KPMG and Indiana University in 2014 confirms thesis that part of Americans have a negative stance toward personalization. "For example, 21 percent of shoppers dislike having a handheld scanner tell them which products match their personal profile, 16 percent oppose having a salesperson make recommendations based on their past purchases, and 14 percent object to having shoppers profiles available online. Some shoppers also have reservations about one-click ordering, perhaps due to concerns about the security of their credit-card information" (Kelley, 2015) . In this section will be presented practical applications of personalization on e-commerce market adapted to 4C model.
Model 4C (customer value, cost, convenience, and communication) was proposed by Robert Lauterborn in 1990 as a new formula of Philip Kotler's 4P theory (product, price, place, promotion).
The difference between these two approaches is that Kotler focused on company's point of view, while Lauterborn concentrated on customer's perspective. Both the concepts have the same elements; the new model, however, focuses attention on the recipient of the product and his needs (Lauterborn, 1990 ).
In the following, 4C concept presented in relation to the online environment. Highlighted set of instruments used to Web sites personalization is the result of observation and tests online stores made by researcher.
Customer Value

1)
Presenting only those products and services that relate to the interests of the client (information specified by customer or implicited). 2) The ability to configure own product (from offered components) by customer. Personalized asking about product/shop review.
8)
Availability to sign to newsletter. 9)
Bestsellers presentation. 10) Availability to order a subscription.
Cost
1)
Discounts for the first/current/additional purchases. Possibility prices negotiation.
5)
Notification about price changes.
6)
Contests/games/lottery for customers.
Convenience
 Tools make possible the layout and content on the Web page modifying (the creation of the architecture side, selection of interesting content, selection of graphic design, defining the welcome etc.).  Search engine on home Web site.
 The ability to use filters, for example, color, size, gender, price, brand, purpose/features.  Information about historical purchases.  In the case of leaving a lead by customer call in a real time.
Communication
 Adverting online users only this information, which match to their interests, sex, age, lifestyle.  Treating online users personally by directing to them polite phrases  for example, "Welcome to the site John" or "Hello Mrs. John"  is necessary to take into account individual expectations.  Corresponding with online user in language suitable to their style.
 Displaying ads with products viewed by the user in Google or social media.  Underlining the strength of the brand (prizes, awards, supporting NGO) on Web site.  Having funpage in social media.
Summary
This article analysis confirms adopted thesis. Indeed, advent of the Internet, rapid development of information technology, and innovative electronic communication tools result in a drastic growth of data available in the World Wide Web. It allows online stores to collect countless number of information about potential client.
Furthermore, online customers are bombarded with thousands of information about products and services by marketers, but their perception and selection of information is limited. A wide portfolio of products available on the market offered by online stores implies the need to prepare customers segmentation and users profiles to be more competitive. It is recommended to use solutions based on personalization because it helps to increase the sales effectiveness.
It leads to the conclusion that personalization is the only way to proper information management by e-commerce. These explanations complement each other and help to illuminate the phenomenon of personalization in XXI age.
It is important that any actions based on personalization have to be embedded in the right model, for example, Lauterborn's 4C model, because identification of all the factors affecting the better perception of the online store by customer will lead to business success.
